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Abstract

The Jakobsson hybrid Mix-net proposed by
Jakobsson and Juels, is a very practical and effi-
cient scheme for long input messages. But this hy-
brid Mix-net does not have public verifiable prop-
erty.

In this paper a new attack to the Jakobsson hy-
brid Mix-net is introduced. This attack breaks the
robustness of the hybrid Mix-net scheme, given
that the corrupted first mix server and one of the
senders collude with each other.

keyword:Mix-net,Hybrid Mix-net, Anonymity.

1. Introduction

Mix-net is a cryptographic tool for creating an
anonymous channel between a group of senders
and receivers. By using it the identity of senders
to receivers is kept unknown. The most important
security aspect of Mix-net design is maintaining
the anonymity of senders. A properly designed
Mix-net takes a group of encrypted messages
as its input and generates a set of plaintexts
and delivers them to receivers while keeping
anonymity of senders. Ideas for Mix-net first
appeared in Chaum’s work [2] and since then it
is used as a strong tool to design the anonymous
channels. In [4] the different methods of design
of anonymous channels are discussed. Any Mix-
net consists of three participants; mix servers,
senders and receivers. Senders encrypt their

messages and deliver them to the first mix server.
First mix server performs mixing operation over
these input messages and produces its output.
Mixing operations include:
1- cryptographic operations (encryption or de-
cryption algorithms) to make input messages
anonymous.
2- random permutation on the input messages to
eliminate any relationship between outputs and
inputs of the mix server.

Outputs of each server are transferred to the
next mix server, where the same mixing opera-
tions are carried out. The outputs of the last mix
server are the plaintexts which are delivered to the
receivers.

Mix-nets may be designed to have some fea-
tures, such as correctness, privacy of senders, ro-
bustness and verifiability. Desirable goal in the
design of Mix-net is achieving these features with
high computational efficiency. Correctness means
that the result is correct, if all the mix servers are
honest. In Mix-net the privacy is dealt with the
anonymity of senders. A Mix-net is considered to
be robust, if mix servers could produce a correct
output in presence of some faulty mix servers. In
the verifiable Mix-net each mix server is required
to prove that it performs its tasks correctly.

In 1981 Chaum introduces the Mix-net in [2]
for the first time, that is now known as decryp-
tion Mix-net. In a decryption Mix-net the senders
encrypt their messages by the public key of all
servers in a reverse order. During the decryption
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operation of each server, a layer of encryption is
decrypted. Thus the output of the last mix server
will be plaintext messages. Not being robust to a
faulty mix server was the major drawback of the
decryption Mix-net, It means that if a mix server
refuses to decrypt its input messages , mixing op-
erations of Mix-net will stop. To achieve robust-
ness against faulty servers, Park et.al in [14] pro-
pose a new Mix-net, in which decryption is sub-
stituted by re-encryption. Re-encryption Mix-net
formerly introduced in [14], later shown to have
some weaknesses in [17]. A new re-encryption
Mix-net is introduced in [12] that is robust to
above attacks. Since then the main objective of
Mix-net designers was reaching a Mix-net with
public verifiability and high efficiency. The first
publicly verifiable Mix-net is presented in [7] that
uses the cut and choose method. But this scheme
has low efficiency and high complexity. After
that, a lot of publicly verifiable Mix-nets with
high efficiency was introduced [1, 6, 10, 8]. Sako
in [5] and Neff in [11] present two practical pub-
licly verifiable Mix-nets with high efficiency.

Schemes that are introduced above achieve
their best efficiency when length of input cipher-
text is short. A method for mixing long mes-
sages with these Mix-nets, is to divide each mes-
sage into blocks of the short bits, re-encrypt each
block and concatenate them to form a string. This
approach requires only public key operations and
proving correctness of mixing operations for each
block.

Mix-nets usually use the public key cryptosys-
tem (such as ElGamal or RSA cryptosystem) to
re-encrypt or decrypt their input messages. Us-
ing the public key cryptosystem in designing a
Mix-net has caused some problems like restric-
tion of input message length and reduction of ef-
ficiency because of modular computations. Con-
sidering these statements, Mix-nets that use both
symmetric and public keys were designed and
known as hybrid Mix-nets. Accepting input mes-
sages with arbitrary length is the advantage of us-
ing symmetric key in the Mix-net design. Fur-

thermore, encryption with symmetric key is more
efficient than encryption with public key. Abe
et.al in [13] have introduced first hybrid Mix-
net that has robustness against

√
n faulty mix

servers from total of n mix servers. Jakobsson
et.al in [9] proposes a hybrid Mix-net that has ro-
bustness against n

2
faulty mix servers. The Mix-

net schemes in [13, 9], are able to mix long mes-
sages efficiently, but they do nor have the property
of public verifiability.

In this paper a review of the Jakobsson hybrid
Mix-net scheme carried out at section 2 is pre-
sented. The new attack against this hybrid Mix-
net is introduced in section 3, this attack breaks
robustness of this hybrid Mix-net. In section 4
the clue to a solution of modification this scheme
against our new attack is presented. This pro-
posed scheme is a public verifiable Mix-net.

2 Review of ”Hybrid Mix-Net”

In this section the hybrid Mix-network protocol
presented by Jakobsson et al is reviewed briefly.
[9]. The description given here is as close as pos-
sible to the original paper, but we discard details
irrelevant to the new attack. For details we refer
the interested reader to [9].

2.1 Setup and building blocks

The participants of the this hybrid Mix-net pro-
tocol are; N senders that denoted by P1, ..., PN ,
and n mix servers that denoted by S1, ..., Sn, and
a bulletin board1. Each sender encrypts its mes-
sage, and writes it on the bulletin board. The mix
servers then run the hybrid Mix-net protocol.

In the remaining of this subsection, the nota-
tions and preliminary blocks for the hybrid Mix-
net protocol are introduced.

1bulletin board is a publicly shared memory which all
participants can read and write access to it with authenti-
cation but no participant can erase anything on the bulletin
board [9, 18]
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2.1.1 Scheme parameters

First the parameters used in this scheme are ex-
plained. Let p and q be two large primes that
q | p− 1 and Z∗p is a multiplicative group module
p and Gq is a subgroup of order q of Z∗p . The gen-
erator of subgroup Gq is denoted with g.
Message authentication code (MAC) is a symmet-
ric keyed function. MAC for message m with
symmetric key z is denoted with MACZ(m).
let k ∈ Gq be a symmetric key shared between
two entity, Ek[m] = c andDk[c] = m, are respec-
tively the encryption and decryption function of
the symmetric key algorithm.
Zero knowledge proof for proving quadru-
ple (a, b, y, z) ∈ G4

q is in the form of
loga b = logy z = x and the prover knows the se-
cret value of x is denoted with EQDL[a, b, y, z].

2.1.2 Initialization

Each server Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, chooses three se-
cure and random keys αi, βi, γi ∈ Zq, as its pri-
vate keys, then each server computes and pub-
lishes triple (Yi, Ki, Zi) that Yi = Yi−1

αi , Ki =
Yi−1

βi , Zi = Yi−1
γi as its public key. In this com-

putation, it is assumed that Y0 = g.
In the initialization of this scheme each server
must prove knowledge of its private keys by using
a zero knowledge proof such as [16] or [3]. After
that all the private keys of each server are shared
between all the servers by using (t, n) verifiable
secret sharing (VSS) technique [15].

2.1.3 Simulated server

By cooperations of all servers and using VSS
technique the last server Sn+1 with private keys
βn+1, γn+1 and public keys Kn+1, Zn+1 are simu-
lated and these keys are shared between the other
servers.

2.2 Encryption

In this section, encryption algorithm, that is
used by senders to encrypt their messages is de-
scribed. This encryption algorithm is based on the
symmetric key encryption, that encrypts the mes-
sage layer to a layer with all the public keys of the
servers in a reverse order.

1. Compressed key schedule Generation
Eeach sender, like Pj , selects randomly
secret key ρ(j) ∈ Zq then computes

k
(j)
i = Ki

ρ 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1

z
(j)
i = Zi

ρ 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1

y
(j)
0 = Y0

ρ(j) .

(2.1)

notice that the sender compressed key sched-
ule is y0 [9].

2. Message Encryption
Each sender encrypts his message in this
stage. For example the jth sender encrypts
the mj by computing:
cn = E

k
(j)
n+1

[mj]

cj = E
k
(j)
i+1

[ci+1 ‖ µi+1] 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

µj = MAC
z
(j)
i+1

[ci ‖ I] 0 ≤ i ≤ n

(2.2)

where I is a publicly random string.
the ciphertext of the jth sender is
{c0(j), µ0

(j), y0
(j)} and other senders

similarly construct their ciphertexts. For
the security of the scheme, the length of all
the ciphertexts must be equal. The set of
ciphertext sent to first mix server is shown
by {c0(j), µ0

(j), y0
(j)}Nj=1.

2.3 Mixing operation

In this hybrid Mix-net, all of the transactions
and interactions between Mix-net participants are
public and performed by means of bulletin board.
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1. Each server takes the set
{ci−1(j), µi−1(j), yi−1(j)}Nj=1 as its input
and performs following steps:

(a) key generation
Server Si by using its privet keys
computes decryption keys as follows
for 1 ≤ j ≤ N .


ỹi

(j) = (yi−1
(j))

αi

k̃i
(j) = (yi−1

(j))
βi

z̃i
(j) = (yi−1

(j))
γi

(2.3)

(b) MAC verification
Server Si verifies the MAC validity by:

µ
(j)
i−1

?
= MAC

z̃
(j)
i

[c
(j)
i−1 ‖ I] (2.4)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ N . If the MAC verifica-
tion is wrong, i.e above equation is not
satisfied, the server Si performs Verify
Complaint (i, j) (section 2.4).

(c) Message Decryption
Server Si decrypts the ciphertext as
followes:

D
k̃
(j)
i

[c
(j)
i−1] = (c̃

(j)
i ‖ µ̃

(j)
i ) (2.5)

(d) Permutation
Server Si chooses randomely per-
mutation πi and rearranges set
{ci(j), µi(j), yi(j)}Nj=1 and the result is
the output of server Si.

(e) proof of correctness of output keys
Server Si for proving correctness of
output keys {y(j)i }Nj=1 uses zero knowl-
edge proofs as described in section
2.1.1. Server Si must prove that
Pi = Pαi

i−1 and Yi = Y αi
i−1 by using

EQDL[Pi−1, Pi, Yi−1, Yi], where Pi =∏N
j=1 y

(j)
i . Si must send the required

information for prooving the EQDL
equations to server Si+1 and if Si+1

determines that the proof is incorrect
it performs Verify Complaint (section
2.4).

2. Output
the output of Sn is set {cn(j), µn(j), yn(j)}Nj=1

and this set is the input of the simulated
server, Sn+1. With help of the Mix-net
servers and using VSS techniques, the privite
keys of the (n+1)th server z(j)n+1, K

(j)
(n+1), are

computed. By using these keys, the mixing
operations are performed and Mix-net out-
puts are obtained with decryption
{D

k
(j)
n+1

[c
(j)
n ] = m(j)}Nj=1 .

2.4 Verify Complaint (i, j)

Verify Complaint (i, j) are executed when the
mix server Si complains that its jth input message
(c(j)i−1, µ

(j)
i−1, y

(j)
i−1) has invalid form or the (i − 1)th

server is faulty. If the input message of the mix
server Si is not satisfied, the MAC verification
(equations (2.4)) or EQDL proof, this algorithm
with complaint of Si is run.
With cooperation of all the servers and using se-
cret sharing method, first the truth of complaint
is verified and then the faulty server Si or invalid
form of the sender’s message [9] is inspected.

3 A practical attack on Jakobsson hy-
brid Mix-net

In this section, a new attack against Jakobsson
hybrid Mix-net [9] is introduced by the authors.
This attack breaks the robustness of the hybrid
Mix-net. In this attack, the corrupted first mix
server and one of the senders, cooperate together
to produce arbitrary outputs, without detection by
the other servers.

3.1 Corrupt mix server and corrupt

sender

We assume that the first mix server S1 and one
of the senders,PN , are corrupted and cooperate
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together to break the correctness and robustness
of hybrid Mix-net. In this attack the first mix
server could remove its input messages and re-
place them with arbitrary messages without de-
tection by other participants. This attack is the
general form of similar attacks in [18, 17].

Input messages to the first mix server are
{c0(j), µ0

(j), y0
(j)}Nj=1, that y(j)0 = Y

ρ(j)
0 . In this

statement, ρ(j) is secret for the senders.
Is assumed that the N th sender is corrupted and
makes its message as follows:

y
(N)
0 = ΠN−1

j=1 y
−(j)
0 Y

ρ(N)

0 (3.1)

Then formes {c0(N), µ0
(N), y0

(N)} and post it to
the first server.

Since the messages are public in the bulletin
board, PN could construct y(N)

0 in the form of
(3.1) equations. In the above equations, c0(N)

and µ0
(N) are random numbers, in a way that the

structure of the message is correct and ρ(N) is
random and common between the first mix server
and N th sender. y−(j)0 is the inverse of a y(j)0 in
module p.
The first mix server could modify messages to
pass the verification processes.
The first mix server chooses arbitrarily and
uniformly m′1,m

′
2, ...,m

′
N and ρ′(j) ∈ Zq for

1 ≤ j ≤ N , that
∑N

j=1 ρ
′
(j) = ρ(N) modq.

The First mix server computes for 1 ≤ j ≤ N
:(corresponding (2.1) equations)



ρ′′(j) = ρ′(j)α1

k
(j)
i = K

(j)
i

ρ′′
(j) 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1

z
(j)
i = Z

(j)
i

ρ′′
(j) 2 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1

y
(j)
1 = Y

(j)
0

ρ′′
(j) .

(3.2)

and it could encrypt messages m′j , as follows:
(corresponding (2.2) equations):


cn = E

k
(j)
n+1

[m′i]

ci = E
k
(j)
i+1

[ci+1 ‖ µi+1] 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

µi = MAC
z
(j)
i+1

[ci ‖ I] 1 ≤ i ≤ n

(3.3)

The first mix server could construct the set
{c1(j), µ1

(j), y1
(j)}Nj=1. The server S1 rearrangees

this set and adds the knowledge for proving
EQDL proof to this ordered set, then posts it to the
second server. Second server follow usual manner
of protocol corresponding section 2.3:

1. Key generation
S2 computes k(j)2 and z

(j)
2 for 1 ≤ j ≤ N

from equations (2.3).

2. Verify MAC equations
S2 with using equations (2.4), verifies MAC
equations for all messages. Since the first
mix server formes these messages properly,
all the messages satisfy the MAC equations.

3. Message decryption: Server S2 by using the
equations (2.5) decrypts all the messages.

4. EQDL equations
The server S2 must check the EQDL proof,
EQDL[P0, P1, Y0, Y1], corresponding with
section 2.3. Since:
P0 = ΠN

j=1y
(j)
0 = Y

ρ(N)

0 and P1 =

ΠN
j=1y

(j)
1 = Y ρNα1

0 Y1 = Y α1
0 and server

S1 knows the value of α1, consequently it
could create EQDL zero knowledge proof
correctly.

The server S1 could replace the messages of
senders with other arbitrary messages and send
new messages to the second server without detec-
tion by other participants. Similarly the messages
are sent to the last mix server and the outputs of
Mix-net are formed.
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4 Modified and publicly verifiable
hybrid Mix-net

In the hybrid Mix-net, senders must post y(j)0

to the first mix server, and the senders don’t need
to prove that they know the exponents of the y(j)0

,i.e, ρ(j). by the use this weakness, the new attack
on the hybrid Mix-net is introduced. For modify-
ing the scheme against this attack, a clue for the
solutions of scheme is proposed.

a new method for reaching public verifiability
in the hybrid Mix-networks is introduced. Verifi-
cation of MAC function in Jakobsson hybrid Mix-
net is performed only by next server, since in this
scheme the MAC function is a keyed function and
only the next server has this key. The digital sig-
nature is used for reaching the public verifiability.

For using ElGamal digital signature, firstly the
public and private keys of ElGamal signature are
introduced as follows:
(keys of the jth sender for signing the message of
the ith server)
public key:(Yi, y

(j)
i , p, q)

private key: ρ(j)
notice that y(j)i = Y

ρ(j)
i and Yi (the public key

of ith server) is a generator in group Gq. (q is
a prime number and each exponent of g is a
generator)
ElGamal signature with generator Yi and pri-
vate key ρ(j) over message m is denoted by
d = SIGρj ,Yi(H(m)) and the signature verifica-
tion by H(m) = VER-SIG(Yi,yi)(d). In the above
equations H is a secure hash function.
The message encryption algorithms in section 2.2
are changed with new algorithms as following:

cn = E
k
(j)
n+1

[mi]

ci = E
k
(j)
i+1

[ci+1 ‖ µj+1] 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

µi = SIG(ρ(j)),Yi)[ci] 0 ≤ i ≤ n
(4.1)

and the MAC verification in section 2.3 is
replaced with digital signature verification as

following:

c
(j)
i = VER-SIG

(Yi,y
(j)
i )

(µ
(j)
i ) (4.2)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ N If the digital signature is used
instead of MAC, the efficiency of the scheme is
reduced, since the complexity of digital signature
is higher than MAC verification.
In the below table the complexity of both schemes
are compared. The comparison is based on the
number of exponentiation for both schemes. n
is the number of servers and N is the number of
senders.

Mix-net initializing Encryption Mixing
Jakobsson 3n+ 9 2n+ 3 3N + 6
Our scheme 2n+ 6 2n+ 3 5N + 6

5 Conclusion

Hybrid Mix-nets are efficient Mix-nets for long
input messages. Hybrid Mix-nets are constructed
by use of both symmetric and public key encryp-
tion. In this paper a new attack on Jakobsson hy-
brid Mix-net is introduced, that breaks the robust-
ness of the scheme. A new scheme that is resistent
against the new attack is proposed. The proposed
solution is a public verifiable hybrid Mix-net that
is based on Jakobsson hybrid Mix-net.
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